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Western Bean Cutworm Flight
Increases, Scouting More Difficult Post-
Whorl
(Christian Krupke) & (John Obermeyer)

Scouting late-whorl corn for western bean cutworm egg masses

The western bean cutworm (WBC) trapping season continues, and
after a slow start, moth flights have increased slightly in many
northern Indiana county traps this past week. With hot
temperatures continuing, egg development and hatch will happen
in less than a week after they are first placed by females. This will
give little time for egg scouting, and unfortunately larval scouting
is far more difficult, time-consuming and less reliable. In other
words, some larvae have hatched and have already infested corn
whorls, leaf axils, and/or ears – control is very difficult at this point
and those just looking for egg masses beginning now will likely be
underestimating the population. Here is a video you may find
helpful in scouting corn post-whorl:

Pre-tassel corn is preferred by egg-laying females. Research
conducted at the University of Nebraska has shown that larvae
survive best in late whorl stage corn. This is likely because this
synchronizes their development with the onset of pollen shed,
and pollen is a key, high-protein food source for young larvae
before they move into corn ears. Here is a video that you may
find helpful in scouting whorl stage corn:

2022 Western Bean Cutworm
Pheromone Trap Report
(John Obermeyer)

 

County Cooperator

WBC Trapped
Wk 1
6/16/22-
6/22/22

Wk 2
6/23/22-
6/29/22

Wk 3
6/30/22-
7/6/22

Wk 4
7/7/22-
7/13/22

Wk 5
7/14/22-
7/20/22

Wk 6
7/21/22-
7/27/22

Wk 7
7/28/22-
8/3/22

Adams Roe/Mercer Landmark, Decatur 0 0 0 0 0
Allen Anderson/Blue River Organics,

Churubusco 0 0 0 0 1
Allen Gynn/Southwind Farms, Ft. Wayne 0 0 0 1 5
Allen Kneubuhler/G&K Concepts, Harlan 0 0 0 0 1
Bartholomew Bush/Pioneer Hybrids, Columbus 0 0 0 0 0
Clay Mace/Ceres Solutions, Brazil 0 0 0 0 0
Clay Fritz/Ceres Solutions, Clay City 0 0 0 0 0
Clinton Emanuel, Frankfort 0 0 0 0 0
Daviess Brackney/Daviess Co. CES,

Montgomery 0 0 0 0
Dubois Eck/Dubois Co. CES, Jasper 0 0 0 0 0
Elkhart Kauffman/Crop Tech Inc., Millersburg 0 0 2 26 68
Fayette Schelle/Falmouth Farm Supply Inc.,

Falmouth 0 0 0 0 0
Fountain Mroczkiewicz/Syngenta, Attica 3 0 0 1 1
Hamilton Campbell/Beck’s Hybrids 0 0 0 0
Hancock Gordon/Koppert Biologicals, Greenfield
Hendricks Nicholson/Nicholson Consulting,

Danville 0 0 0 1 0
Hendricks Tucker/Bayer, Brownsburg 0 0 0
Howard Shanks/Clinton Co. CES, Kokomo 0 0 0
Jasper Overstreet/Jasper Co. CES, Wheatfield 0 0 2 21 211
Jasper Ritter/Dairyland Seeds, McCoysburg 1 1 3 35
Jay Boyer/Davis PAC, Powers 0 0 0 0
Jay Shrack/Ran-Del Co-Alliance, Parker City 0 0 0 0 2
Jennings Bauerle/SEPAC, Butlerville 1 0 0 0 0
Knox Clinkenbeard/Ceres Solutions,

Edwardsport 0 0 0 0 0
Knox Edwards/Ceres Solutions, Fritchton 0 0 0 0 0
Kosciusko Jenkins/Ceres Solutions/Mentone 0 2 6 93 48
Lake Kleine/Rose Acre Farms, Cedar Lake 0 1 1 0 6
Lake Moyer/Dekalb Hybrids/Shelby 0 0 0 0 6
Lake Moyer/Dekalb Hybrids/Scheider 0 0 0 25 21
LaPorte Deutscher/Helena Agri, Hudson Lake 0 0 0 69 135
LaPorte Rocke/Agri-Mgmt. Solutions, Wanatah 0 1 18 108 49
Marshall Harrell/Harrell Ag Services, Plymouth 1 1 12 37 15
Miami Early/Pioneer Hybrids, Macy 0 1 15 79 45
Montgomery Delp/Nicholson Consulting, Waynetown 0 0 0 0 0
Newton Moyer/Dekalb Hybrids, Lake Village 1 1 7 46 35
Perry Lorenz/Lorenz Farms, Rome 1 0 0 0 0 0
Perry Lorenz/Lorenz Farms, Rome 2 0 0 0 0 0
Porter Tragesser/PPAC, Wanatah 0 4 0 3
Posey Schmitz/Posey Co. CES, Blairsville
Pulaski Capouch/M&R Ag Services, Medaryville 0 0 1 16 32
Pulaski Leman/Ceres Solutions, Francesville 0 0 0 48
Putnam Nicholson/Nicholson Consulting,

Greencastle 0 0 1 0 0
Randolph Boyer/DPAC, Farmland 0 0 0 0
Rush Schelle/Falmouth Farm Supply Inc.,

Carthage 1 0 0 0 0

Scott Tom Springstun/Scott Co. CES,
Scottsburg 0 0 0 0 0

Shelby Fisher/Shelby County Coop, Shelbyville 0 0 0 0
St. Joseph Carbiener, Breman 0 1 0 21 79
St. Joseph Deutscher/Helena , New Carlisle 0 0 0 12 18
Starke Capouch Chaffins/M&R Ag Services,

Monterey 0 0 8 19 5

Starke Capouch Chaffins/M&R Ag Services,
San Pierre 0 0 9 27 9

Sullivan McCullough/Ceres Solutions,
Farmersburg 0 0 0 0

Sullivan McCullough/Ceres Solutions, Dugger 0 0 0 0 0
Tippecanoe Bower/Ceres Solutions, Lafayette 0 2 5 18 3
Tippecanoe Nagel/Ceres Solutions, W. Lafayette 0 0 0
Tippecanoe Obermeyer/Purdue Entomology, ACRE 0 0 0 1 1
Tippecanoe Westerfeld/Bayer Research, W.

Lafayette 0 0 0 0
Tipton Campbell/Beck’s Hybrids 0 0 0 0
Vigo Lynch/Ceres Solutions, Clinton 0 0 0 0 0
White Foley/ConAgra, Brookston 0 0 0 0 1
Whitley Boyer/NEPAC/Schrader 0 11 0
Whitley Boyer/NEPAC/Kyler 5 5 1

* = Intensive Capture…this occurs when 9 or more moths are
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caught over a 2-night period

Soil residual herbicides and
establishment of cover crops in the fall
(Marcelo Zimmer) & (Bill Johnson)

Indiana growers have shown increased interest in utilizing cover
crops in our corn and soybean production systems over the last
decade.  Concurrently, there has also been increased utilization of
soil residual herbicides to help manage herbicide-resistant weeds
such as marestail (horseweed), waterhemp, and giant ragweed in
our corn and soybean production systems.  Soil residual
herbicides can remain active in the soil for a period of weeks to
months after application.  The length of time a residual herbicide
remains biologically active in the soil is influenced by soil texture,
soil pH, organic matter, rainfall, and temperature.  Since these
factors will vary from field to field, definitive time intervals of
residual herbicide activity can be difficult to predict.

The use of residual herbicides in our corn and soybean production
systems may interfere with the establishment of fall-seeded cover
crops under certain conditions.  Unfortunately, many of the
species being used for cover crops were not evaluated for
herbicide carryover when field research was conducted to support
EPA’s approved herbicide labels.  As a result, data are lacking
regarding rotational intervals of many residual herbicides for the
establishment of many cover crop species.

About 5 years ago, we conducted experiments designed to
evaluate the impact of commonly used residual herbicides on the
establishment of many cover crop species.  In addition, our
colleagues in adjacent states have been conducting similar
research and we feel like we have a better handle on this topic
now than we did seven years ago.  As was mentioned above,
predicting herbicide persistence is complicated because so many
different factors can influence herbicide dissipation in the soil.

As a general rule, residual herbicides that have activity on grass
weeds can interfere with the establishment of some grass cover
crop species, especially the smaller seeded ryegrass species.
 Residual herbicides from group 2 (ALS), group 5 (triazine), group
14 (PPO), or group 27 (HPPD) can interfere with the establishment
of some of the broadleaf cover crop species.

More specifically we have learned the following:

Corn herbicides

Pyroxasulfone (Zidua) and metolachlor (Dual, etc)
can hinder annual ryegrass establishment.
Atrazine or simazine at > 1 lb/A will be problematic
for legumes and mustards unless lots of rainfall
occurs after application.

< 0.75 lb/A may allow for good
establishment of most legume cover crops,
mustards, and annual ryegrass.
Atrazine < 1 lb/A can allow cereal grain
establishment. We have observed cereal

rye survival with atrazine rates as high as
1.5 lb ai/A if we have near normal
precipitation patterns.

Mesotrione (Callisto, Lumax, Lexar etc.),
flumetsulam (Python) and clopyralid (Stinger,
Hornet, SureStart) can be problematic for legumes
and mustards like canola and forage radish.

Soybean herbicides

Chlorimuron (Classic, Canopy, Cloak, etc.),
imazethapyr (Pursuit), and fomesafen (Reflex, etc.)
could be a problem for fall seeded legume or
mustard covers including radish. However, the
establishment of cereal grains should be OK.

It is important to remember that herbicide application timing
greatly influences the risk of carryover interfering with cover crop
establishment.  In general, herbicides applied at planting have a
lower risk of interfering with cover crop establishment than
herbicides applied postemergence later in the year.  An example
would be fomesafen (Flexstar, others), which can be applied both
preemergence and postemergence in soybean. Fomesafen
applied postemergence in late June is more likely to interfere with
cover crop establishment than fomesafen applied at planting in
April or May.  We can use the knowledge we have about herbicide
interactions with specific cover crops to assess the risk of certain
herbicide programs interfering with cover crop establishment.
 However, it is important to prioritize controlling weeds in your
cash crop rather than dropping certain herbicides from your
program to ensure successful cover crop establishment.

Another important factor that affects herbicide carryover potential
is rainfall amounts following a soil residual herbicide application. 
Adequate soil moisture content is necessary to promote herbicide
degradation in the soil.  This year, many areas of the state have
been under drought, which will likely increase the risk of herbicide
carryover to cover crops to be seeded this fall.

This summarizes our current knowledge on the establishment of
cover crops following the use of residual herbicides.  The final two
things to mention are that if you have questions about specific
situations, one way to address the residual herbicide left in a field
is to do a bioassay.  Simply collect soil from the area you would
like to seed the cover crop into and an area with a similar soil
type, but no herbicide residue, and plant seed from the cover
crop you would like to use.  Observe growth for 3 weeks and if the
plants look the same in the untreated and treated soil, you should
be safe to plant the desired crop.  Another consideration if you do
not have time to do a bioassay is to plant a cover crop mixture.
Cover crop establishment may be more reliable when mixtures of
grass and broadleaf species are purchased and planted. Residual
herbicides may interfere with the establishment of some species
in the mix but have no effect on other species.  The use of
mixtures may allow one more protection from complete failure
due to excessive herbicide residues in the soil.  It would be
important however to make sure that at least one or two of the
species in the mixture is tolerant to the herbicides used in a
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specific field.

The following video from The Ohio State University also addresses
herbicide carryover concerns on cover crop establishment:

Time to Scout for Diseases in Field
Crops: What to Look for in Corn
(Darcy Telenko)

Yes, we have found active tar spot in Indiana.

Corn growth stages are quite variable across Indiana but a
number of areas have moved into tasseling or beyond. Therefore,
it is time to continue to monitoring for diseases to make an
informed decision if a fungicide is necessary. The hot and dry
conditions a few weeks ago kept disease at bay, but recent rains
have made conditions conducive for many of the foliar
diseases in corn therefore it is now time to get out and scout. 
As a reminder for disease to occur, three things need to be
present 1. Pathogen, 2. Host, and 3. Favorable
Environment. The major diseases we monitor in Indiana such as
gray leaf spot, northern corn leaf blight, northern corn leaf spot,
and tar spot all might start to make an appearance (figure 1 and
2).

This week we have found a low incidence of tar spot, gray
leaf spot, and common rust in the lower canopy.

A few questions to think about when scouting and looking for
disease:

What is the disease history in the field? How much residue1.
is still present? (What happened in previous years?)
What growth stage is the field? Early planting vs. late2.
Is irrigation being applied? How much and how often? If3.
water is being applied, it can change the environmental
conditions and disease risk in a field.

Figure 1. Examples of A- gray leaf spot, B-northern corn leaf blight, and C-
northern corn leaf spot lesions on a corn leaf. Photo Credits: Darcy Telenko

Tar spot of corn continues to be a concern this season after last
year’s epidemic. In our scouting rounds this week and with the
help of some eagle eye consultants, we have active tar spot at a
low incidence in Jasper and LaPorte counties in grower fields, but
have not found it in our research field trial locations. (Figure 2 and
3). Illinois, Iowa, Wisconsin, Michigan, and Georgia also have
positive confirmations. The disease is just starting and the wet
conditions last week probably kicked it off. Figure 2 shows how
small the initial tar spot lesions (stroma) will be. In our Indiana
fields, the corn was between VT and R1, had a history of tar spot.

The disease was found in leaves knee to hip height in the canopy.
We will continue to monitor the disease progression in these fields
and will provide updates on any significant spread in the field or
increases in disease severity. Again, the recent rains have
favored tar spot. See the forecast from the Tarspotter App all of
Indiana was red last week, whereas as of today, July 20, 2022,
most of the state is still at high risk except in southern Indiana
(Figure 3). If you have a history of the tar spot it is time to keep
an eye out and make an informed management decision.

Figure 2. Examples of corn leaves infected by tar spot. The spots (stroma, in
black squares) will be embedded in the leaf, raised (bumpy to the touch),

and will not rub/wash off. In addition, they may be surround by a slight halo.
Photo Credits: Darcy Telenko

Figure 3. Tar spot map for July 21, 2022 (source https://corn.ipmpipe.org/ )
and Tarspotter App forecast from July 20, 2022. Red color indicates favorable

environmental conditions for tar spot if corn at V8 or older, blue color
indicates unfavorable environmental conditions for tar spot. Source:

Tarspotter App v. 0.53.3 Smith, D., et al. ©2022 Board of Regents of the
University of Wisconsin

After hearing this news we know the next question – should I be
putting out a fungicide?

Research has shown the best return on investment in making a
fungicide application in corn occurs when the fungal diseases
are active in the corn canopy. Most of our corn sites across the
state are quite clean and disease pressure is minimal, so far this
season. It is important to keep scouting, especially after last
week’s rain.

A well-timed, informed fungicide application will be
important to reduced disease severity when it is needed, and we
recommend holding off until the diseases is active in your field
and corn is at least nearing VT/R1 (tassel/silk) or even R2 (blister).
Scouting will be especially important if the recent rains we have
seen continue.

https://extension.entm.purdue.edu/newsletters/pestandcrop/article/time-to-scout-for-diseases-in-field-crops-what-to-look-for-in-corn/
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We are working hard to try to understand this new disease to
minimize losses. The good news is that we found a number of
fungicides are highly efficacious against tar spot here in Indiana
when applied from tassel (VT) to R2 (milk). I would recommend
picking a product with multiple modes of action. The national
Corn Disease Working Group has developed a very useful
fungicide efficacy table for corn diseases (see link).

Fungicide efficacy table for corn diseases:
https://cropprotectionnetwork.s3.amazonaws.com/CPN2011_Fungi
cideEfficacyControlCornDiseases_04_2022-1650470887.pdf

We will continue keeping a close eye on tar spot. I am interested
in adding more locations in surrounding counties in Indiana if it is
active in your field; please contact me if you suspect a field has
tar spot, please or send a sample to the Purdue PPDL for
confirmation. Research funding from the Indiana Corn Marketing
Council is supporting sample processing, therefore there will be
no charge for corn tar spot samples submitted to the clinic.

What to look for: Small, black, raised spots (circular or oval)
develop on infected plants, and may appear on one or both sides
of the leaves, leaf sheaths, and husks. Spots may be found on
both healthy (green) and dying (brown) tissue.

I want to ask before you submit a sample you do a quick and dirty
“scratch test” to see if you can rub the spot off the leaf, especially
if you have leaves with just a few small spots. I have been
successful in detecting these false spots by using my nail to
scratch as the suspect lesion. This is a quick way to check, but as
always if you are unsure send an image or the sample to the
Purdue Plant Pest Diagnostic Lab. Please collect several leaves
showing the symptoms and send them with a PPDL form
https://ag.purdue.edu/department/btny/ppdl/submit-samples/_doc
s/ppdl-1-w.pdf

Please wrap the leaves in newspaper, ship in a large envelope,
and ship early in the week. If you are sending samples from
multiple locations, please label them and provide the date
collected, hybrid if known, field zip code or county, and previous
crop.

Mail to: Plant and Pest Diagnostic Laboratory, LSPS-Room 116,
Purdue University, 915 W. State Street, West Lafayette, Indiana
47907-2054. The lab is operating and the building is open. If
dropping off a sample is more convenient than shipping, please
call or email the lab prior to stopping by Phone – 765-494-7071 or
Email – ppdl-samples@purdue.edu.

In addition, the 2022 tar spot and southern rust maps are live that
will be updated when a positive county confirmation is detected.
If you are interested in up-to-date information on the current
detection of these diseases, the maps are available on the front

page of our Extension website
https://extension.purdue.edu/fieldcroppathology/ or at
https://corn.ipmpipe.org/

If you have any question please contact Darcy Telenko
(dtelenko@purdue.edu/764-496-5168) or PPDL (ppdl-
samples@purdue.edu/765-494-7071)

A Fast & Accurate Pregnancy Test for
Corn
(Bob Nielsen)

(Original article found at
https://www.agry.purdue.edu/ext/corn/news/timeless/EarShake.ht
ml)

Pollination may fail for a number of reasons, including
drought stress and insect damage to silks.
Silks normally detach from fertilized ovules within days of
successful pollination.
The ear shake test takes advantage of this “symptom” and
can be used as an early indicator of pollination progress
and/or success.

Pollination in corn is the act of transferring pollen from the tassels
to the emerged silks of the ear. Germination of pollen grains on
receptive silks results in a pollen tube, containing the male
genetic material, that penetrates and grows within the silk tissue
down to the connected female ovule attached to the cob.
Successful fertilization of the ovule by the pollen results in a
kernel of corn.

Unfortunately, pollination of the silks and/or fertilization of the
ovules sometimes fails. Severe drought and/or heat stress can
interfere with the synchrony between pollen availability and silk
emergence or can desiccate exposed silks rendering them non-
receptive to captured pollen grains. Silk clipping by corn
rootworm beetles, Japanese beetles, and other obnoxious critters
during pollination can be severe enough to impede pollen capture
and germination.

Growers usually want an early assessment of the success of
pollination, especially when a decision needs to be made whether
insecticide applications are warranted to prevent further silk
clipping by insects. Obviously, one could wait impatiently until
kernel development was visibly apparent. Within about 10 to 14
days after pollen shed, developing kernels will resemble white
blisters on the cob (Nielsen, 2021). Luckily for us, the corn plant
exhibits an earlier indicator of pollination progress.

Silk Detachment From Fertilized Ovules
Remember that each ovule (potential kernel) on the ear develops
a silk (the functional “style” of the female flower) that elongates
and eventually emerges through the ear’s husk leaves the tip of
the ear shoot (Nielsen, 2020a). The silks represent the “pathway”
for the male gametes in the pollen to fertilize the female gametes
in the ovules.

https://cropprotectionnetwork.s3.amazonaws.com/CPN2011_FungicideEfficacyControlCornDiseases_04_2022-1650470887.pdf
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https://www.agry.purdue.edu/ext/corn/news/timeless/Silks.html
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Once a pollen grain is “captured” by a trichome or “hair” of a silk,
the pollen grain germinates and develops a pollen tube that
contains the male genetic material. The pollen tube penetrates
the silk and, with adequate moisture and temperature, elongates
down the length of the silk within 24 hours and fertilizes the
ovule.

Within 2 to 3 days after an ovule has been successfully fertilized,
the base of the attached silk will collapse and detach from the
immature kernel. The kernel itself will usually not be recognizable
to the naked eye at this stage. Silks of nonfertilized ovules remain
attached, however, and will continue to lengthen and be receptive
to pollen for up to 10 days after emergence from the ear shoot.
Even if never fertilized, silks will remain attached to the ovules.
Within days of full silk emergence, therefore, pollination progress
may be estimated on individual ears by estimating percent silk
detachment.

The Ear Shake Technique
For each ear, make a single lengthwise cut from the base of the
ear shoot to the tip with a sharp knife, through the husk leaves to
the cob. Slowly unwrap the husk leaves, taking care not to
physically rip any silks from the ovules yourself. Then gently
shake the ear. Silks of fertilized ovules will drop away; silks from
unfertilized ovules will remain attached.

With practice, pollination progress can be easily determined by
estimating the percentage of silks that fall away from the cob.
Sampling ears at random throughout a field will provide an
indication of the progress of pollination for the whole field.

Watch video of the ear shake technique.

One Last Comment
While the “ear shake” technique helps you estimate pollination
progress with respect to ovule fertilization, remember that
pollination progress includes pollen shed progress. Check the
tassels in early to mid-morning hours to determine whether
anther exsertion and pollen shed are still occurring.

Remember, that anther exsertion and pollen shed typically begin
on the central tassel stalk, then spreads progressively throughout
the tassel branches (Nielsen, 2020b). If no further pollen shed is
likely to occur, it doesn’t matter how badly those nasty insects
are clipping silks. Unfertilized ovules will remain unfertilized
ovules if there is no pollen left in the field. Spraying the bejeebers
out of a field at that point is simply a costly form of revenge.
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The Forage Producer’s Toolkit
(Keith Johnson) & (Brooke Stefancik, Sullivan County Extension Educator -
Agriculture and Natural Resources)

Many professions must invest in tools specific to their trade to be
successful. Besides the typical tools of wrenches, screwdrivers,
chisels and hammers, what other items or gadgets would be
helpful to be a successful forage producer?

People

Find professionals that are knowledgeable,
responsive, and have a passion for forages –
Advisors should provide value
Build good working relationships BEFORE a
problem occurs
Your county’s Purdue Agricultural and Natural
Resources Extension Educator and Natural
Resources Conservation Service office are valuable
resources

Join organizations that emphasize forages as a
learning opportunity

Excellent considerations would be the Indiana
Forage Council (indianaforage.org) and your
livestock interest association(s)
Provides an opportunity to network with people of
like interests

Resource materials that emphasize forages

Forage magazines, websites, podcasts, apps, and
publications
A great value is the Purdue Forage Field Guide
(ID-317). A revised guide will be available late 2022
https://edustore.purdue.edu/.
A helpful weed control guide to order is found at
2022 Weed Control Guide for Ohio, Indiana, and
Illinois – OSU Extension Publications

Order both at.
Purdue Plant and Pest Diagnostic Lab
(https://ag.purdue.edu/btny/ppdl/Pages/default.asp
x)

A resource for helping identify issues in the
field
Can help diagnose disease, insects,
unknown plants, toxins, and more by
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https://www.agry.purdue.edu/ext/corn/news/timeless/GrainFill.html
https://extension.entm.purdue.edu/newsletters/pestandcrop/article/the-forage-producers-toolkit-2/
http://www.indianaforage.org
https://edustore.purdue.edu/
https://extensionpubs.osu.edu/2022-weed-control-guide-for-ohio-indiana-and-illinois/
https://extensionpubs.osu.edu/2022-weed-control-guide-for-ohio-indiana-and-illinois/
https://ag.purdue.edu/btny/ppdl/Pages/default.aspx
https://ag.purdue.edu/btny/ppdl/Pages/default.aspx
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utilizing a wide range of Purdue specialists
Calendar

Document important items on a calendar or
in a work diary

When did seeding, fertilization,
pesticide applications, machine
harvest and rotation to another
paddock occur?
What was found when scouting
fields? What was done to take care
of the concerns?

Web Soil Survey
(https://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov/)

Useful in sampling soil by soil type,
forage species selection, and best
location for building sites

Soil probe

Be consistent in timing of each
sampling year if comparisons are
made among years
Sample every three years or when
big changes occur
Use soil test results to put a fertilizer
management plan in action

Insect sweep net

Great resource for capturing aphids,
potato leafhopper, and beneficial
insects and to determine if there is
an economic threshold

Yardstick and algebra

Equations are found in the Purdue
Forage Field Guide
Helps determine length of stay in a
pasture and stocking capacity
Move on to another paddock when
there is 4” residual height

Hay probe

Used to collect forage sample to test
forages for

nutritional value followed by
formulating rations
molds or other poisonous
substances

Many different hay probe options – See
https://www.foragetesting.org/

Moisture and temperature hay bale probe

Accurate testing of moisture and temperature
determines when to harvest and whether hay in
storage may become a concern.

Too dry – less than 15 percent – Dry matter
and quality loss
Too wet

Heating – Unavailable crude protein,
mold and spontaneous combustion

Test moisture before harvest; test moisture
and temperature often after baling for 3 – 4
weeks
Know your “danger zones”

>20 % moisture without an organic
acid preservative
> 125 °F: Begin monitoring
temperature often

Penn State Particle Separator

Check chop length from a
representative field sample and
adjust forage harvester as needed
Correct chop length allows for best
silo packing, lactic acid formation,
and proper rumen function

Unmanned Aerial Vehicle Worthy of
Consideration

Grazing pressure
Species composition
Plant disease concerns
Soil fertility problems
Insect pressure
Check on water tank function
Livestock well being

To be a successful forage producer it is important to invest
resources in items that can help with forage production and
harvest. From the items noted above, what will be your first of
many investments that can improve your business?

https://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov
https://websoilsurvey.nrcs.usda.gov/
https://www.foragetesting.org/
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Standard tools are necessary on the farm, but other “tools” are necessary
investments, too.

Source: Keith Johnson

Welcomed rain brings some relief
(Beth Hall)

This past weekend brought some much-needed rain to the
Hoosier state.  Figure 1 shows the total amount that fell from July
13-19, 2022 while Figure 2 puts these amounts into climatological
perspective.  At least one-half inches fell with some locations
reporting well over 4 inches!  Was this enough to remove
abnormally dry or drought conditions that have been haunting the
region?  In some counties, yes.  In other counties, relief was
certainly experienced but not enough to say that drought
concerns are behind us.  Crops welcomed the moisture, but many
are still showing signs of stress (particularly across most of west-
central Indiana) and there are plenty of lawns still thirsty for more
rain.  The latest U.S Drought Monitor released July 21, 2022
(Figure 3) illustrates areas where conditions are either abnormally
dry for this time of the year or are experiencing moderate drought
conditions.

Heat index values – the apparent temperature felt by plants and
animals – continued to be high this week due to the high
humidity.  The higher the atmospheric humidity, the slower the
process of evaporation from our bodies that help us cool down. 
The national Climate Prediction Center (CPC) provides forecasts of

heat index values for the 8-14-day period in the future (Figure 4). 
For the period July 28 through August 3, 2022, these forecasts are
predicting high confidence that the average daily maximum heat
index value will exceed 95°F (northern Indiana) to 105°F
(southern Indiana).

Climate outlooks for that same 8-14-day period are offering some
hope regarding precipitation.  While temperatures are favored to
be above normal during this period, precipitation outlooks are
slightly favoring above-normal conditions.  This should continue to
ward off serious concerns about drought conditions amplifying
and spreading across the state to dangerous levels. However, the
monthly outlook for August is favoring below-normal precipitation
across Indiana with increased confidence this will occur across the
northern two-thirds of the state.  The seasonal outlook for August-
September-October has too much uncertainty regarding
precipitation.  Figures 5 and 6 illustrate the accumulated modified
growing degree day values and departures from normal for a start
date of April 15, 2022 through July 20, 2022.

Figure 1. Interpolated precipitation amounts (inches) accumulated from July
13-19, 2022.

 

https://extension.entm.purdue.edu/newsletters/pestandcrop/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2022/07/tool.jpg
https://extension.entm.purdue.edu/newsletters/pestandcrop/article/welcomed-rain-brings-some-relief/
https://extension.entm.purdue.edu/newsletters/pestandcrop/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2022/07/Precip-Jul13-19.png
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Figure 2. Accumulated precipitation from July 13-19, 2022 represented as a
percentage of the climatological normal amount during that same period.

Climatological normals based upon 1991-2020 data.

 

Figure 3. U.S. Drought Monitor for Indiana as of July 21, 2022.

 

Figure 4. Forecasted outlook for July 28-August 3, 2022 of maximum daily
heat index during this period. Dashed lines are the average (1981-2010)
threshold for above-normal maximum heat index with the colored shaded

areas indicating the probability the forecasted maximum heat index values
will exceed climatology.

https://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/predictions/short_range/heat/hi_814
.php

 

Figure 5. Modified growing degree day (50°F / 86°F) accumulation from April

https://extension.entm.purdue.edu/newsletters/pestandcrop/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2022/07/PrecipPerc-Jul13-19.png
https://extension.entm.purdue.edu/newsletters/pestandcrop/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2022/07/20220719_in_text.png
https://extension.entm.purdue.edu/newsletters/pestandcrop/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2022/07/HI-outlook.png
https://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/predictions/short_range/heat/hi_814.php
https://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/predictions/short_range/heat/hi_814.php
https://extension.entm.purdue.edu/newsletters/pestandcrop/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2022/07/GDDacc-Apr15-Jul20.png
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15-July 20, 2022.

 
Figure 6. Modified growing degree day (50°F / 86°F) accumulation from April

15-July 20, 2022, represented as the departure from the 1991-2020
climatological average.
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